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Translators’ Note

Yoko Tawada’s work straddles two continents, two languages and cultures. Born in Tokyo in I960, sh
moved to Hamburg at the age of 22 and became, simultaneously, a German and a Japanese writer. Sh
has since published a good ten volumes in each language, won numerous literary awards (includin
Japan's prestigious Akutagawa Prize in 1993 and, in 1996, Germany’s Adelbert von Chamisso Prize
the highest honor bestowed upon a foreign-born author), and established herself, in both countries, a
one of the most important writers of her generation.
Tawada’s poetry, fiction, essays and plays return again and again to questions of language an
culture, the link between national and personal identity. If the languages we speak help define us, wh
happens to the identity of persons displaced between cultures? “The interesting,” she once said in a
interview, “lies in the in-between.” And so her characters are constantly in motion, journeyin
between countries, languages and modes of being—providing us with “travel narratives” full o
glimpses into the interstices of the world in which the structure of all experience is revealed.
Of the stories contained in this volume, two (“The Bath” and “Spores”) were written in Japanes
and the rest in German. Three of the shorter German pieces (“Storytellers without Souls,” “Canne
Foreign” and “The Talisman”) appeared in the collection Talisman, which inspired the essay by Wim
Wenders.
Tawada’s most recent books in German are Opium für Ovid (Opium for Ovid and Überseezunge
(Foreign Tongues) , and in Japanese, Hinagiku no cha no baai (If It’s Camomile) and Hikari
zerachin no raipuchihhi (The Leipzig of Gelatin and Light). She was the Max Kade Writer i
Residence in the German department at MIT in 1999, has had three plays performed on major stage
in Germany and Austria, and has recently gone on a reading/performance tour with jazz pianist Ak
Takase.

Preface:
On Yoko Tawada’s Talisman
Reading this book,
I kept feeling a tremendous urge to take off my hat
to the author.
As it happens, I wasn’t wearing one
and I wasn’t sitting on a subway, either,
where the book had just taken me, but in an airplane.
Still, I had a desire to at least bow, if only in spirit.
Not the way we bow in Germany, of course,
with just the slightest nod of the head,
but in the Japanese style,
bending from the waist at a ninety-degree angle.
And I would hold this position for some time:
Only the most profound reverence, I felt,
could do justice to this writer and her work.
The book is a travelogue.
It relates the experiences of a traveler,
and as the reader you experience all sorts of things
yourself
and you travel far and wide while reading it.
Where do these travels take you?
Let me start this differently.
I am a great traveler myself,
have done quite a lot of writing in planes, trains
and hotels
and also made a number of films on the road.
I’ve been to Japan so often
that I can rightfully call it “countless times,”
and even recorded one of these visits in a diary film
called Tokyo-Ga.
Nonetheless, I’ve always remained an outsider,
a puzzled, marveling observer,
and, as I’ve come to realize,
the more time I spend in the country,
the less I know about it.

In the end. I’m still a tourist.
At least that’s the impression I have
when I consider the reverse journey
that this Japanese woman
made into my own country, into Germany.
While all I managed to do in Japan
was to learn a handful of signs and phrases,
beyond which the language remained a book with
seven seals for me,
Yoko Tawada has actually mastered the German
language,
has actually studied and worked here,
and has indeed written this complex, subtle,
intelligent and poetic book
in German!
An utterly heroic, even titanic task that she has taken
upon herself,
it appears to me,
the more I immerse myself in it,
though there is nothing laborious about the book
itself,
on the contrary, it flows effortlessly.
At the same time, this is definitely not a “German”
book,
if I may put things in such simplistic terms.
No one else but a Japanese woman could have had
these experiences
and could have written this book,
down to its grammar and its most minute
observations.
Above all, the book deals with these “small” observations,
even if this procedure gradually expands to a much
larger picture:
A voyage of discovery and adventure that transports
the reader
deep into what Yoko Tawada once called the bretselhaft
German soul
(in an untranslatable German adjective of her own
invention
that combines the words “mysterious” and “pretzel”).

Like in a novel by Jules Verne,
fantastic new spaces keep opening up before your
inner eye,
and with conflicting emotions and mixed feelings
I rediscovered in its pages my fatherland and mother
tongue,
torn between tenderness, understanding and
indignation,
smiling and frowning again the next moment.
Having embarked on this adventure,
I learned so much about “us,” about “ourselves,”
that I almost didn’t realize,
when the journey came to an end,
that I suddenly knew far more about Japan
than I ever saw or learned there, “on location.”
And it was here, at this intersection,
that I finally understood
what is so astonishing about this book:
It is not set in Rothenburg-on-the-Tauber,
not in Hamburg or Tokyo.
It is not a book about “Europe” versus “Asia” or the
other way around.
Rather, it is a book that comes to us from a
no man’s-land
where words, names, signs have no meaning any more,
a place where everything is put in question,
and where the only actions that count
are perceiving, taking in, feeling
and relating the experience of it all.
Thus, this slim volume suddenly becomes a model,
a model of utopian storytelling, of utopian traveling.
And so, as in my mind
there cannot possibly be a more beautiful book,
and I can’t come up with more flattering
compliments,
I am holding my imaginary hat far in front of me.
almost touching the floor,
and I am looking forward,
at the end of this flight from Berlin to Los Angeles,
to all the things that I will be able to see differently,
in Japan as well as in Germany.

Thanks to this book by Yoko Tawada.

WIM WENDER

I. THE BATH

THE BATH

1

E

ighty percent of the human body is made of water, so it isn’t surprising that one sees
different face in the mirror each morning. The skin of the forehead and cheeks changes shap
from moment to moment like the mud of a swamp, shifting with the movements of the wat
below and the footsteps of the people walking above it.
I had hung a framed photograph of myself beside the mirror. The first thing I would do when
got up was to compare my reflection with the photograph, checking for discrepancies which I the
corrected with makeup.
Compared to the fresh complexion shown in the photograph, the face in the mirror looke
bloodless and pale, like the face of a dead person. Perhaps this is why the rectangular frame of th
mirror reminded me of a coffin. When I held up the candle to look more closely, I saw that my ski
was covered with fine, overlapping scales, smaller than the wings of tiny insects. Carefully I inserte
one long thumbnail beneath a scale and flicked it off. In this way I was able to strip off the scales on
at a time. When I unbuttoned my pajama top, I saw the scales covered not only my face but my che
and arms as well. If I began removing them one by one, I would be late for work. I decided to take
bath to soften the scales and then rub them off.
Once upon a time there was an impoverished village in a valley where no rice would grow.
pregnant woman was so hungry that when she found a fish one day she wolfed it down raw witho
sharing it with the other villagers. The woman gave birth to a lovely baby boy. Afterwards, her bod
grew scales, and she turned into an enormous fish. She could no longer survive on land, and went
live all by herself beneath the river. An old man took the child in. Boys have always swapped insultin
comments about their mothers when they quarrel. “Your mother’s a whore!” “Your mother doesn’
have a belly-button!” They don’t know what those things mean, but they say them anyhow. This bo
heard the same contemptuous words over and over: “Your mother has scales!” One day the boy aske
the old man what it meant to have scales, and where his mother really lived. Once he had discovere
the secret of his origins, the boy could think of nothing but how to change his mother back into
human being. In the end, he decided to break open the rock of the surrounding mountains to irriga
the fields and make a rice paddy. The villagers’ poverty would end if they could grow rice. The bo
went to see his mother to tell her about his plans. She was very happy and wanted to help. The bo
drew a map and decided where to break open the rock wall. His mother threw her large, scaly bod
against the rock again and again, and little by little it began to crumble. Day and night she thre
herself against the rock. The scales that were scraped from her body flew up into the air and danced
the wind like blood-stained cherry petals. This is how the village, which had no cherry trees, came

be called the Village of Cherry Blossoms. Once they had irrigated fields, the villagers no longer had t
starve, but the mother, who had lost all her scales and become human again, bled to death.
When I finished getting out of my pajamas, the phone rang. Still naked, I picked up the receiver.
didn’t say anything, and from the other end of the line came a man’s voice I had never heard before.
“It’s you?”
I thought about this for a moment and said, “It isn’t.”
“If it’s not you, then who are you?”
I put down the receiver. That was my first conversation on this strange day.
Slowly I got into the hot water, starting with my big toe. As long as I don’t move the wat
around, I can stand even very hot water. I closed my eyes, held my breath, and submerged myse
entirely in the long bathtub. I thought: burial at sea is fine, a grave beneath the earth is fine, but n
cremation—cremation I couldn’t stand.
When I got out of the bath, the scales had softened. I scraped them off with a pumice stone. The
came off with relatively little effort. I would have hated having to throw myself against a rock wa
and die. It was a good thing I had no son.
When I returned to the mirror, the scales were gone, but on my nose I saw a large number of tin
blisters smaller than ants’ heads. I popped one with my nail, and a greasy white substance came out.
smelled like rancid mayonnaise. Once I started I couldn’t stop and popped one after the other. Outsid
I could hear the birds beginning to chirp and flap their wings. Unless I hurried I would really be la
for work. When I had popped the last of the blisters, what remained was not smooth skin but
desolate desert landscape scattered with deflated balloons.
The telephone rang again. I picked up the phone and didn’t say anything until the caller sai
“Hello, it’s me.” It was a familiar voice.
“Excuse me, may I ask who’s calling?” I couldn’t help asking, even though I knew who it was.
“It’s me,” the man’s voice said. “Is it all right if I come over tonight?”
“That would be fine, but I won’t be home till late. You have the key?”
“I’m working late too, so I wouldn’t have time earlier, anyway. See you then.”
I wondered how I already knew I wouldn’t be home till late.
I washed my face with white sand. This is the only way to smooth a skin that’s become like
desert. This sand was supposedly made of whales’ bones that had been tossed up by the sea an
bleached in the sun. When I scooped some up in my palm and held it to my face, the sand spoke to m
bones through my flesh. I distinctly felt the shape of my skull in my hand. Beyond a skin made o
light and flesh made of water, there is another body. Only, as long as that body is alive, no one will b
able to hold it close.
Sometimes other people’s skulls look transparent. At such moments I fall in love.
When I had moistened my skin with milk lotion, the face in the mirror began to look like the fac
in the photograph. This lotion isn’t a pharmaceutical product, its made of real mother’s milk. So it n
only moisturizes the skin but also soothes the nerves and gives one energy.
I finished my makeup and combed my hair. In the grasslands of a dream, I painstakingly combe
out the spores of poisonous mushrooms and the carcasses of winged insects. When I was a child,
never combed my hair. This was because it made me feel as though my head had just been emptied o
its contents. It was not really the brain, but the hair, that did the thinking. At school the teacher
always said to comb and braid your hair, probably because they were afraid of the children’s hai
They say that hair has strange powers. In the old days, people used to cut a lock of hair to give
someone setting off on a journey, to ward off harm. They also used to touch foreigners’ hair to cur

illnesses.
Once, a long time ago, there was a village in which lived a gluttonous woman. She worked har
and had a good disposition, and so she was well-liked in the village, but she ate so many helpings o
rice that her husband thought it strange. Moreover, she forbade others to watch her eat, and would tak
her meals alone at night in the barn. One night the man crept up to the barn to watch, and he saw th
each of the woman’s hairs had turned into a snake and was eating rice. Astonished, the man got out h
rifle and shot the woman dead.
They say hair is the part of the skin that has died and hardened. Part of my body is already
corpse.
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The photograph beside the mirror is one Xander took of me several years ago. He appeared before m
one day with three Leica cameras slung over his shoulder. This was the first encounter between th
photographer and his model. He explained that he was really an activist photographer, but he couldn
live on such little pay, so now he was working for a travel agency and had come to take pictures for a
advertising campaign. He handed me a homemade business card. I didn’t know how to pronounce th
“X” in “Xander.” Since it was the first letter of his name, I couldn’t begin to speak at all. Xander wa
already squatting on the ground, unpacking his cameras and other equipment. My eyes were sti
crucified by the X. Until the day I learned Xander was short for Alexander, I was tormented by th
question I had first encountered in my junior high school math book: “Find the value of x.” If x wa
durchein, it meant durcheinander (mixed up); if it was mitein, then miteinander (together)—but
couldn’t help suspecting there were even more horrifying words. When the camera’s eye stared at m
head-on, I turned away in embarrassment, as if I’d been caught gazing into a mirror. The bulb flashe
After that, only the black hole of the lens remained in my field of vision.
“Don’t be afraid. The camera isn’t a gun,” Xander said. The lens was trying to trap me; my eye
turned into fish made of light and attempted to dart away through the air.
“Can’t you look a little more Japanese? This is for a travel poster.”
There was another flash. The camera was cutting time into thin slices, the way a knife slices ham
One can then pick up these slices one by one and look at them, or eat them. For pleasure, or as an alib
But what did I need an alibi for? I didn’t yet know I was going to become entangled in a homicid
case.
“Keep your eyes on the lens,” Xander said. The camera in front of me was an old-fashione
Leica. It kept trying to peer into my eyes, like a psychologist. If it wanted to learn my soul’s secrets,
had nothing to worry about, since there weren’t any. But this camera was trying to capture my skin.
“Relax,” Xander ordered. The camera was gauging its target’s position and distance.
“Smile,” Xander said severely. I attempted to tighten my facial muscles into a smile, but didn
succeed. They say when you fall in love your face becomes distorted and you can no longer smi
naturally.
“Why do you need to take so many?”
“It makes it more likely there’s a good shot among them.”
“Even with such a good camera, you can’t take a good picture in one shot?”
“Don’t talk. It’s no good if you talk.”

He might have been a dentist, unable to work while the patient is talking. The camera was part o
the treatment. It was trying to preserve my body from death by burning it onto the paper. There wa
another flash.
“That should be enough,” Xander said, lowering his camera. When his face appeared where th
camera had been, it looked very much like my own.

A few days later, Xander came over again with his camera.
“You didn’t come out in any of the photographs,” he said resentfully.
“Why? Was the camera broken?”
“The camera was fine. The background came out beautifully, but you aren’t in any of th
pictures.”
For a little while, neither of us said anything.
“It’s all because you don’t have a strong enough sense of yourself as Japanese,” he said.
I looked at him in surprise. “Do you really think skin has a color?”
Xander laughed. “Of course. Or do you think it’s the flesh that’s colored?”
“How could flesh possibly have color? There’s color in the play of light on the surface of th
skin. We don’t have colors inside.”
“Yes, but the light plays on your skin differently than on ours.
“Light is different on every skin, every person, every month, every day.”
“Each one of us, on the other hand, has a special voice inside. There is…”
“There aren’t any voices inside us. What you hear is air vibrating outside our bodies.”
Xander thought for a little while. Then he looked up and said, “Would you mind if I trie
makeup?”
Xander covered my face with a powder base. He laid it on so thickly that it closed up all my pore
and my skin could no longer breathe. Then with a fine brush he traced the outlines of my eyelid
working as carefully as an archaeologist brushing bits of dirt from an earthenware shard he
excavating. Then he filled in the area where my mouth was with lipstick exactly the color of my lips.
“I’ll dye your hair black for you.”
“Why do you want to blacken hair that’s already black?”
“Unless it’s dyed, it’ll come out white as an old woman’s because of the flash.”
“What if you don’t use flash?”
“Then nothing will come out.”
When he finished dying my hair, Xander drew an x on my cheek.
“When I was a child, I marked everything precious to me with an x, so it would belong to me
Then he kissed the mark.
After that Xander stood me in front of a wall and pressed the shutter release button as casually a
if he were pulling a trigger. The x on my cheek dug into my flesh. It stopped the light from playin
and crucified the image of a Japanese woman onto the paper.
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I wasn’t really a model, I was only a simultaneous interpreter who was uncertified and thus got ver

few assignments. Every day after completing my toilette, I would go to the office and wait for work.
by the end of the day I hadn’t been called, I would go home without having done anything at all. B
sometimes I did receive an assignment, and then I would have a sip of whiskey and go to work.
That morning, my office received a call from a Japanese firm that had arranged a luncheon for i
German clients. The company exported machines that processed fish for canning, bones and all. I wa
to fill in for an interpreter who had fallen ill. The restaurant had a lakefront view and belonged to
famous hotel. On either side of the long table sat five members of each firm, like children playing
war game with two opposing teams. I was seated next to the president of the Japanese firm. He ha
slightly rounded shoulders and a habit of nodding emphatically. On the other side of the table sat th
Germans, two women and three men. One of the women wore a blouse that exposed her shoulder
Another had on a tight skirt and sat with her long legs crossed. Both sat with their backs held straig
and their chins thrust out, and when they blinked, they did so unhurriedly. When they looked dow
lines appeared on either side of their mouths, and they looked bitter and exhausted from too muc
work, but this impression dissipated when they stuck out their chins a bit more.
On the Japanese side sat only middle-aged men in suits. Astonished, a long-faced man said in
low voice, “So the women here wear sexy clothing even to work.” Since the silence had been broke
all the Germans turned toward me in curiosity. “What did he say?” one of them asked, apparently to
excited to wait for me to speak of my own accord.
“He is admiring that old china and says it is indeed very fine,” I said, translating a sentence n
one had said.
When my work takes me to an exclusive restaurant, I always order sole. Sole, unlike flounde
never tastes bland, and it’s also not fatty like salmon. I don’t know anything more delicious i
Western cuisine. But it’s not just because of the taste I insist on sole. It’s the word itself. Sole, sou
sol, solid, delicious sole of my soul; the sole reason I don’t lose my soul, and my soles stand on a sol
footing still… When I eat sole, I’m never at a loss for words with which to translate.
On this day, however, one large fish was ordered for the whole party, so I wasn’t able to orde
sole.
When the waiter finished pouring the aperitifs, the president of the company gave a speec
“Ladies and gentlemen, we are very happy to welcome you here today.” Head down, I began t
translate mechanically. At the end of the sentence I looked up, and met the penetrating gaze of
Japanese man in metal-rimmed glasses. Interpreters are like prostitutes that serve the occupyin
forces; their own countrymen hold them in contempt. It’s as if the German entering my ears wer
something like spermatic fluid. “There is an old saying that there is no such thing as an accident
meeting. It is nonetheless now our task to turn our meeting into something meaningful.” The Germa
at the right end of the table was staring at the president of the Japanese firm, trying to look intereste
but he kept fidgeting under the table, obviously bored. “I earnestly hope we will have furth
opportunities to continue our association.” Glasses clinked. The German at the left end of the table,
little younger than the others, raised his elbow and, like an actor in front of the mirror, slowly draine
his glass. The long faced Japanese man smacked his lips loudly and said, “What an excellent aperitif
The tight-skirted woman frowned and turned her head to look at him.
“Over here, you’re not supposed to make noises at dinner,” whispered the man in the meta
rimmed glasses.
“Oh, yes, so I’ve heard.”
“The ladies don’t like it when you make noise.”
The president of the German firm looked over at me, expecting a translation.

“What kind of liqueur is this?” Again I translated a sentence no one had said. The Germa
president looked pleased, and explained the notion of pre-dinner drinks. When I translated, th
Japanese president looked bored and said, “Look, they sell these in Japan too. Now, let’s talk abo
you,” he added paternally. “Why are you living all by yourself in a place like this? You should g
home and get married, or your parents will worry.”
At this point, the master chef and his assistant carried in a large fish between them, as if the
were carrying a wounded person on a stretcher out to an ambulance. The white, swollen belly of th
fish looked like a fat woman’s thigh, and perhaps because of this, the arrival of the fish at the tab
was greeted with suppressed laughter. The fish’s back was blue-green and thickly covered wit
translucent scales. One chef skillfully slid a knife from tail to head, stripping away the scales. The
was a burst of applause. The eyes had already been removed. The open mouth had no tongue in it. Th
chef rapidly cut up the body and divided it among eleven plates. Finally, only the eyeless fish-hea
and backbone remained. “Now then, ladies and gentlemen, let us raise our glasses and make a toas
To the future.” Over the skeleton of the fish, glasses clinked. To the future.
For a while, everyone forgot to talk and ate fish. One could hear only the sounds of metal again
china, and quick intakes of air between bites.
It was a relief to me that everyone was eating. When they eat, they don’t talk.
I’m not well suited to the task of interpreting to begin with. I hate talking more than anythin
especially speaking my mother tongue.
Until I started elementary school, I called myself by my name. When school began, the teache
told the girls to call themselves watashi and the boys to say boku. At first everyone was embarrasse
and mumbled compromises like atai and boku-chan, but soon, at least in class, everyone was using th
words watashi and boku quite properly. I was the only one who couldn’t, and since I didn’t wan
anyone to find out, I stopped talking. I spoke only to my mother. I called myself exactly what m
mother called me. Soon I went to middle school, where I was no longer able to avoid speaking, so
stuttered: Wa, wa, wa, ta, ta, ta, shi… The Watashi fell to pieces with extra vowels between its space
that was the name for myself which I finally arrived at. When I stuttered, all the extra vowels made
feel like singing, and it felt good to speak that way.

I heard the click of a cigarette lighter. Evidently someone had begun to smoke. The faces around m
were flushed from the wine. When jaw muscles relax, the atmosphere becomes relaxed as wel
People’s mouths fell open like trash bags, and garbage spilled out. I had to chew the garbage, swallo
it, and spit it back out in different words. Some of the words stank of nicotine. Some smelled like ha
tonic. The conversation became animated. Everyone began to talk, using my mouth. Their word
bolted into my stomach and then back out again, footsteps resounding up to my brain. The chunk o
fish in my stomach was having a bad time of it and began to protest. My stomach muscles clenched u
and I began to stutter. It felt good to stutter. “Tha, tha, tha, that,” I said. The skin of my stomach gre
taut like a bagpipe and I bellowed, “That ha, ha, ha, has, has.” I didn’t know myself whether I wa
laughing or stuttering, but it felt agreeable. The words scattered and rose fluttering into the air.
The others noticed the change in me and fell silent.
“Are you all right?” the woman opposite me whispered, glancing over at the company president.
“Excuse me, please.” I stood up and went to look for the bathroom. The restaurant’s long hallwa
continued into the hotel, and I found myself lost in its back corridors. There was no one else in sight.
saw only rows of doors. Finally I saw a door with the silhouette of a lady on it. I went in, presse

myself against the heater by the window, and slumped down. The scale whose pans were tremblin
inside my ear suddenly pitched to one side, and I found myself falling down a bottomless pit.
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From far away came a crackling sound. I wanted to open my eyes, but from the inside I couldn’t te
where my eyelids might be. From behind the network of my capillary vessels, I was trying
remember a face.
My mouth was dry, like a scab, and my tongue stuck to my palate. I could breathe only throug
my nose. The smell of milk boiling. There was a lot of sugar in the milk. The smell of sugar burnin
Saliva gradually collected in my mouth. My tongue grew moist and I could move it again. Somethin
wet and soft was touching my lips from the outside. The sole came slipping into my mouth and playe
with my tongue, gently at first, then with more force. Finally the sole gripped my tongue between i
teeth and ate it up.
At that moment my surroundings grew bright. By my head sat an unfamiliar woman who wa
wiping my forehead with a wet towel. The right side of the woman's face was distorted by burn sca
like hardened lava. The left side had a thoughtful expression I found beautiful. This was unmistakab
the beauty of a woman of forty, but every time I blinked she looked different, now like a girl and no
an old woman. She wore the sky-blue uniform of the hotel staff. On the blank wall behind the woma
hung a torn employee roster. I seemed to be in a room for the hotel staff. When the cold towel touche
my forehead, a delicious feeling of strength began to rise along my spine like mercury.
“How do you feel? A little better? You were lying on the bathroom floor. What happened t
you?” The woman fixed her gaze on my face. Her eyes reminded me of blue gas flames.
After a little while she said, “Oh, of course. She doesn’t understand.” She took off her uniform
preparing to go home. I didn’t want to be left alone, so I tried to ask her to take me with her, whereve
she was going, but I couldn’t find my vocal chords. When I sat up, my body had become very heavy.
After she changed her shoes, the woman said, “Well, let’s go then. It’s not very comfortable here
so let’s go home.”
We made our way toward the back entrance of the hotel. The woman stood in front of the punc
clock, looking for her card. Apparently she couldn’t find it, and after a while she gave up an
shrugged. If she had had a card, I would have learned her name, I thought. Since she had no car
perhaps she was only pretending to be a hotel employee.
It was already dark outside. I wondered how many hours had passed. Although the woman ha
decided I didn’t understand her, she continued to talk. “Some people say they don’t like cleanin
bathrooms, but I must say, for me it’s the most interesting part of the day’s work. Sweeping the lobb
isn’t nearly so good. Most of the customers’ rectums aren’t on straight, you can’t imagine in wh
directions all the excrement flies. That comes from sitting in an office all day long. I used to work
an office myself, so I know what I’m talking about.”
When I heard the word “office,” I became sad. I wouldn’t be able to go back to the office agai
After all, I had disappeared on the job.
“It’s certainly true that you don’t see what goes on inside a person. Highly respectable gentleme
may produce the most miserable excrement, and perfectly proper executive secretaries may defeca
all over the place. And of course they’re all busy, I suppose, so they forget to flush.”

We stopped at the red light and the woman took my arm. Several people were standing on th
other side of the crosswalk, but none of them were looking at us. Even when no one is staring openly
tend to feel I’m being glanced at now and then, but today there was not even that. I felt invisible.
The woman’s place was not far from the hotel. It was a basement apartment in an old gra
building whose windows had iron bars like a prison.
The woman went down the pitch-black stairway in front of me, saying, “The light isn’t workin
so be careful where you step.” The door wasn’t locked. From inside came a smell that seeme
familiar, but at first I couldn’t place it. The woman groped for matches and lit a candle. The outline
of a chair and a table appeared against the darkness. It was somewhat lighter outside, and now an
then we could see a pair of shoes pass by. The ceiling was low. I looked into the next room and saw
narrow bed. Something moved on the table. It was a black rat and had exactly the same face as the on
I’d kept as a child.
“It’s called Bear, that rat,” the woman said. That had been the name of my rat, too—in Japanes
Kuma. The familiar smell was from the rat. The woman took several candles out of a drawer and l
them. With each new candle, the number of my shadows increased by one. Finally several shadow
dark ones and light ones, lay flickering in layers. I looked at the floor. The woman cast no shadow.
She put her hand on my shoulder and asked, “What would you like to drink?” Then for the fir
time she smiled. “Oh, of course, you can’t talk.” She had gone from saying, “you don’t understand,”
“you can’t talk.” It seemed I was now mute. The woman poured red wine into a glass and handed it
me. I had never seen so red a wine before: it was the color of blood. “Go ahead and start without m
I’m going to take a shower first.” She took off her clothes. The scars on her face extended all the wa
down her back. They say that if over a third of your skin is burned, you will die, but this woman
burns appeared to cover far more than a third of her body. Only her breasts were pure white an
reminded me of an infant’s buttocks. The woman brought over a large washtub, climbed into it, an
gingerly poured cold water from a pitcher over her shoulders. The water trickled down her breasts
her stomach, divided at her legs, and came together again at the bottom of the tub. The water drippin
from her pubic hair played the xylophone. I was shivering with cold. The woman filled the pitch
again and repeated the process, but it looked less like a shower than a snake shedding its skin. Th
water slipped off her body like a transparent skin. “Unless I do this, I can’t forget the bad thing
Instead of screaming out loud, I freeze the screams and rinse them from my skin.”
When the tub was full of water, the woman wrapped herself in a robe without first drying herse
off or putting on underthings. She took a piece of cheese out of the refrigerator and placed it on th
table. Suddenly rats came scurrying from all corners of the room. I couldn’t tell which were rats an
which were shadows.
“Come, little ones, aren’t you hungry?” The woman cut the cheese into cubes and fed them to th
rats. The rats took the cheese with their pink front paws and, silently gnawing, devoured it. When the
had had enough, they wiped their mouths with their paws and groomed the fur on their backs. Th
woman sliced bread for me and held it out wordlessly. The bread was dry as coal. The woman didn
eat anything herself. “I don’t need to eat any more,” she said.
I gazed at her, trying to understand, but the burnt half of her face, the other half and the third fac
made of bone beneath her skin gave me the impression I was sitting across from three differe
people. I began to feel dizzy.
“I don’t know how many months it’s been since I last sat down to a meal with anyone. I don
like people, usually,” she said. She cut another slice of bread and held it out to me. I took it and ate
too, but it was like eating ash and my hunger remained. The room was cold.

She placed her palms on mine. “You live alone too, don’t you? Living alone isn’t a bit lonely. B
you can’t go around telling people that. You’d be killed in a minute. Not that there are many thing
you can safely go around saying. They’re all deeply envious, you know.”
From far off came the sounds of someone practicing the saxophone, not very well.
“So at some point I just stopped talking. That was why I gave up my job at the office. You can
very well not talk in an office. At the hotel I could work perfectly well without saying a word, but fo
some reason once I stopped talking, the most terrifying things started to leap into my eyes. You shou
be careful of your eyes, too.”
In each of the woman’s eyes reflected the flame of a candle. The flames wavered and swam ou
of her eyes like red tropical fish and began to dance about her ears. When I looked carefully, I saw th
they were not flames but earrings in the shape of red tropical fish.
When the tropical fish glittered, they were reflected in the skin of her face and divided into drop
of light. One of the fish slid down her shoulder and began to run about on the table. I screame
soundlessly. But it was only a rat that had stolen the earring and was running away with the earrin
held between its jaws. Dragged along by the rat, the earring got caught on a candlestick and knocked
over. Then one by one the candles fell over. The woman didn’t move. The room grew as dark as if
curtain had fallen. I groped around for a candle. Night had fallen, and outside the window the stree
were silent.
“Are you afraid of the dark?” I heard the woman say. “If you aren’t afraid, leave it dark.”
Now that I’d gotten used to not speaking, it was easy to get used to blindness as well. Onl
perhaps because the flames had gone out, it was much colder now.
“Are you cold? The landlord turned off the heat a month ago. I don’t get cold any more so
doesn’t matter, but if you are, you’d better get into my bed. We can talk there.”
She stood up, gripped my shoulder, and propelled me toward her bedroom. It was so dark
couldn’t even make out the shapes of things. The wool blanket she pulled over me when I’d gotte
into bed smelled of mildew.
The woman’s outline gradually appeared in the shape of a keyhole. There was a burnt smell. I fe
I had to escape, but on the other hand I was warming up and becoming sleepy.
“It isn’t true that you don’t have to suffer any more when you’re dead. Dead people long fo
human contact even more than when they were alive.” She slipped her hand under the blanket an
placed it on my breast. My body turned to stone.
“Now close your eyes,” she said. I closed my eyes and saw a desert. I felt as if I’d been tied u
and couldn’t move.
“Stick out your tongue. Let me lick it.”
The bed turned into a sled that was being pulled across the sand by black rats. The rats gre
wings and became bats. Drawn by bats, the sled flew up into the sky. So this is what it feels like to di
I thought, and suddenly I was terrified and tried to scream, but a big hand covered my mouth. “Don
scream. You’re mute, don’t you remember.”
I couldn’t breathe and pushed the woman away. She simply collapsed to the floor, almost to
easily. I sat up and looked down at her. I felt as strong as a five-year-old boy.
The woman said, “I don’t want to be dead all alone.” She threw herself on the floor and sobbe
When I heard her sobbing, the strength went out of my knees and my eyes burned as if hot pokers ha
been stuck into them. I got out of bed, knelt on the floor and stroked the woman’s back. Her back wa
hard and cold like a turtle’s shell, but when I stroked it, it gradually became soft and warm.
After a while she raised her head and said, “Go home now, for tonight. Come again tomorro

night, won’t you? If you come tomorrow, I’ll give this back to you.” She showed me what she held i
her hand. It was my tongue.
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When I arrived home the light was on. I remembered that in the morning Xander had telephoned abo
coming tonight. Inside, the room was dense with smoke.
Xander sat on the sofa, smoking. “Does she know what time it is?”
I looked at the clock but its hands were missing. I washed my face with cold water to rinse off th
makeup.
“So she’s working this late these days.”
I faced the mirror and opened my mouth wide. There was no tongue, only a dark cave continuin
far back. Xander wasn’t really a photographer at all, he was my German teacher. Several years ag
when I had just arrived in this city and didn’t know the language, it was Xander who first taught m
how to speak. Xander is a teacher at a private language school, and gives individual tutorials
beginners. The school’s pedagogical method consists of giving no explanations in other language
The student repeats everything the teacher says until she’s memorized it. I still remember the fir
time I met Xander. He wore a pair of blue jeans with creases ironed into them and a shirt as white a
paper, and in this respect looked no different from a high school student; but the neck, chin and cheek
that grew up out of his collar were covered with the skin of a world-weary middle-aged man.
“This is a book.” This was the first thing Xander ever said to me. I repeated the sentence witho
knowing where one word ended and the next began. “This is a book.”
By the time we had moved on to ballpoint pen and ashtray, I was already in love with Xander. A
least that was how I felt. I can fall in love on the spot with someone who teaches me words. As
repeated Xander’s words, I felt that my tongue was starting to belong to him. When Xander drew o
his cigarette, I began to cough and my tongue burned. Xander gave names to things as if he were th
Creator. From this day on, a book became Buch to me, and a window Fenster.
The second class, however, did not go so easily. My happiness, which consisted of repeatin
everything I heard, was destroyed all too soon.
When asked, “Are you Japanese?” I would answer, “Yes, you are Japanese.” The trick in thi
game was to change “you” into “I,” but I didn’t yet realize it.
Xander laughed like a bursting balloon. I didn’t laugh. I repeated all of Xander’s words, but n
his laugh.
That day we went into town to buy dolls. Xander bought me a Japanese doll made of silk, and
bought him a blond violinist marionette. Since then when we had a conversation we use
ventriloquism to make the dolls talk. The dolls talked about us in the third person.
“Will Xander be able to meet his sweetheart tomorrow?” the violinist would ask, and the silk do
would answer, “Probably not. She does not wish to meet.” It went along like that. Soon I came t
understand the first and second person, but Xander and I always stayed on third person terms.
•

“Where has she been? He was worried,” the violinist said, and hugged the silk doll. Xander ha

become skillful as a puppeteer, and could do this kind of thing with one hand without looking. In h
other hand he held a cigarette.
“He was worried. He was afraid there might have been an accident.” With nimble fingers, th
violinist peeled off the silk doll’s clothes. The silk, which was the color of cherry blossoms, flew u
into the air and fell to the floor in layers, whereupon it became red as blood. When the last layer wa
gone, only the doll’s head remained, since her body consisted only of her clothes.
Next the violinist removed his tuxedo jacket, his white shirt, and his pants. He had no sex orga
just two spindly legs. This is often the case with children’s toys.
“I can sew one out of scraps of cloth. Isn’t it strange for there not to be one? Or maybe it wou
be better to carve one out of wood,” I said once. But Xander was annoyed and refused. He couldn
stand to hear such things spoken of lightly.
“Even without things like that, there are differences between men and women. Men are move
from above by strings, whereas women are moved directly from behind. Men are made of wood, an
women are made of silk. Men can close their eyes, and women can’t. These differences suffice
produce love.” Since Xander was of such an opinion, the violinist’s body remained untouched.
“She hasn’t turned mute now, has she?” the violinist asked, worried. “She hasn’t forgotten th
language he taught her?” He was trembling and his joints clicked like castanets. For a long time no
we’d been living like this, forgetting the obvious fact that dolls can’t talk.
The violinist said, “They should go to sleep now. Probably tomorrow everything will loo
different.” Xander ducked under the covers of the bed. At that moment the darkness was rent in two b
the ringing of the telephone. It must be that woman. Xander sat up and reached for the receiver.
grabbed his arm and stopped him. Xander lay down again.
“Perhaps she has a new lover,” the violinist murmured. The phone rang seven times and the
stopped. I remembered that my mother always put down the receiver after seven rings. My moth
might be ill. It was eleven o’clock in Japan. I wondered if I should call her. But without a tongue?
When I heard Xander begin to snore, I put a finger in my mouth. My tongue really was gone.
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The next day was Sunday. I heard dishes clinking in the next room and opened my eyes. Apparentl
Xander was making coffee.
I looked in the mirror and found reflected there a healthy woman who looked just like the one
the photograph. Her cheeks glowed like peaches and her lips curved into a smile although I didn
particularly feel like smiling. I used makeup to create dark circles under my eyes. Then I filled in th
contours of my lips with white lipstick, which made them look bloodless. Finally I rubbed the edges o
my eyes with a little vinegar so that the skin shrank and puckered. Then I tore up the photograph an
went into the kitchen where Xander was standing with his back to me, looking out the window.
Xander’s name rang inside my skull but remained unspoken. I took milk out of the refrigerato
and began to warm it. Xander turned around and put his hands on my shoulders, but when he saw th
milk he quickly left the room. He couldn’t stand the smell of warm milk.
The violinist and the silk doll were already sitting in their places at the doll’s table, dressed i
their Sunday best.
“Did something happen to her yesterday?” the violinist asked. He waited a long time for a

answer, but finally gave up and said with a sigh, “It looks like she’s stopped speaking the language h
taught her.”
I sliced bread. Xander didn’t eat anything. The bread had just been baked, so it was moist and n
very good. I wanted old, dry bread, as hard as coal.
“Will she take him where she went last night?”
I nodded. We walked along the empty Sunday morning streets toward the hotel. From the hotel,
remembered the way very well: out the back door, across the street at the light, then down the fir
narrow alley on the right. The pavement and the façade of the old gray building were bathed
morning light and had nothing mysterious about them at all. From a distance I could already see th
basement window.
There was no glass in the window frames, and the iron bars were covered with spider webs.
squatted down to look into the dim interior. Nothing but a few burnt black objects scattered about, an
on the floor the outline of a person in chalk. The wall, too, was black and burnt.
“It was here?” Xander asked doubtfully. I nodded. An old woman came down the stairs an
looked at the two of us with suspicion. “Are you looking for something?”
Xander gestured toward the basement apartment with his chin and asked, “What happened to th
place?”
“Here? A month ago, a woman committed suicide, burnt herself to death, and it’s just been le
like that. They say they’re investigating, there’s suspicion of murder. It would be better just to clea
up the place. Leave it like this and the rats multiply, and before you know it it’s a nest for vagrant
Just last night I was sure I heard voices; it gave me a real fright. I live right upstairs, you see.”
“What kind of person was she, the one who died?”
“A woman in her mid-forties. She lived alone and didn’t talk much, we said hello now and the
but never talked. They say she worked in a hotel. I can’t imagine it was murder.”
“Why not?”
“Well, why would anyone want to kill her?”
“So it was suicide?”
“She lived alone, you know. Could be she was lonely.”
“But it might have been an accident, don’t you think? For instance she was smoking and her ha
caught fire.”
“Who knows, really? In any case a woman living alone, no good ever comes of that.”
“And it was just a month ago, you say?”
“Yes, one month exactly.”
When I rubbed my eyes on the way home, I found they were wet with tears. I looked at my reflectio
in a shop window. My eyes were red and swollen, and my face looked ravaged like a garden after
storm.

That night while Xander was asleep I went out again, alone, to the gray basement apartment. The nig
was heavy with fog. When I heard someone practicing scales on the saxophone in the distance, I bega
to run.
The basement windows were dimly lit. I rushed down the dark stairs and knocked on the doo
which opened soundlessly. The woman came out and embraced me. I was still breathing hard, and m
body swelled and shrank with each breath.
“You came! If you hadn’t come, I’d have felt so lonely.” The interior of the room was exactly a

it had been the night before, and what I had seen in the morning seemed like a dream. On the tab
stood a single lit candle. The woman poured red wine into a glass. The wine smelled like blood. Sh
cut me a slice of bread. This time, too, the bread was dry and tasted like coal. Today I found
delicious. Four black rats came to pick up the breadcrumbs.
“The fog is so dense, the town is like a jungle,” said the woman, and stroked the back of my han
On the patch of skin where she had stroked me, shining scales began to grow. The scales reflected th
light in red and green. Even when the woman blew out the candle, the scales still sparkled.
“Now listen carefully. I’m speaking to you because you are the only one who understands m
words.” The woman’s breath was as cold as a night wind on my cheek. “At first everyone will prais
your scales and envy them, and you’ll feel glad. But one day suddenly someone will say he’s going t
kill you. Suddenly they’ll all hate you. Out of terror, your backbone will go soft, it will not hold itse
erect. Your head will hang down in front. Then it’s too late. They throw stones, there’s a pounding i
your head, and you realize the drum you hear is beating time for the sutras at your funeral.”
The woman took my face in both hands. There was a sound like sparks flying up from a fire, an
my scales began to grow. I touched them with my finger. They were rough and cold.
The woman thrust the five bony fingers of one hand into my hair. I heard the sounds of ba
beating their wings, and my head became very heavy. I was overcome with weariness.
“Aren’t you sleepy? Come to my bed. We’ll sleep a little.” The moment she said this, I heard th
wooden door burst open. A dog was barking. Two large shadows threw themselves on me. I wa
knocked to the ground and cried out soundlessly.
“What are you doing here?” I heard men’s voices. The room grew bright. I was lying in th
middle of an empty burned-out room. The German shepherd smelled the wine on my lips, bared i
teeth and growled. Behind the dog stood two men in uniform. The furniture had disappeared. So ha
the woman.
“Show me your papers,” said a man with a beard exactly like a bush. I got to my feet. M
clothing was streaked with soot.
“Your name?”
I tried to brush the soot from my clothes.
“I asked what your name is,” Bush-beard snapped.
“I don’t think she understands,” said the other man, a beanpole. “Maybe she’s ill. Look at he
face, she looks like a ghost.”
“Maybe she’s a refugee.”
“Anyway, she’s not relevant to the case. Leave her alone.”
Bush-beard tapped my back lightly three times with the stick he held in his hand and shoute
“Get out of here, go home! They find you in a place like this, they’ll sell you.” Beanpole gave a lon
piercing laugh like a siren.
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“Now, begin from that corner.” At some point, Bush-beard must have combed his bush and change
into a suit. I swung the heavy lead hammer and brought it down with a crash on the floor where Bush
beard was pointing. Rats scattered in all directions. The body of a rat that didn’t manage to escape wa
smashed beneath the hammer. Beanpole wrote something in his notebook. Bush-beard pointed t

another spot. I lifted the hammer and brought it down. I heard the rat’s bones crack.
“A little more accurately please.”
I wiped the sweat from my palms with a handkerchief.
“Please open the closet,” the man said gently, so I opened it, and inside were a large number o
rats huddled together trembling. When I raised the hammer, all the rats started running. The hamme
fell. The last rat was too slow and gave a shrill squeal. Salty sweat trickled into them. I rubbed m
eyes so I could aim where the man was pointing.
“Hurry!”
I lifted the hammer, staggering under its weight.
“Harder!”
I took aim and methodically delivered blow after blow as if I were stamping documents. The
were fewer and fewer rats. Beanpole seemed to be recording the number of dead rats.
“Look, there too,” said the man, pointing with his chin. A few rats were gnawing at the doo
apparently attempting to escape. With my last ounce of strength, I raised the hammer. Its handle wa
damp. The instant before the hammer hit the floor, one of the rats turned around. I recognized its fac
that of the woman who had set herself on fire.

When I woke up, my palms and hair were dripping with sweat. As after a long journey, my ha
smelled foreign and I wanted to wash the smell away, but a bathtub resembles a coffin so I washed m
hair in the kitchen sink. I filled the sink, dipped my hair into the water, and swirled it around. Ou
came dead leaves, butterflies’ wings, dead ants, and dried lizards’ tails.
When I stood in front of the mirror, what I saw reflected was not myself but that woma
unmistakably. I turned the mirror to the wall and decided not to put on any makeup.
I made warm milk and covered my knees with a blanket as if I were ill, opened the newspap
and read the help wanted section of the classifieds. After what had happened, I didn’t think I would b
able to get any more interpreting jobs, so I would have to find new employment. Since my vis
stipulated that I was ineligible to receive unemployment benefits, I couldn’t turn to the unemployme
office either.
“Wanted: woman with scales.” A local circus was hiring women with scales on their skin. It wa
a unique opportunity for me. I stroked my face with a fingertip to make sure my scales were firm an
in their best condition. To show I had scales all over, I put on a thin sleeveless silk blouse and
miniskirt.
The circus had seven tents set up on an empty lot outside of town. It was close to noon, b
everyone might have been asleep still, it was so quiet. At the entrance to each tent was a sig
indicating its function, such as “Department of Accounting” and “Wild Animals Division.” I checke
them one by one and finally reached a tent marked “Office of Human Resources.”
Inside sat a man with a necktie and a piercing gaze.
I was about to say that I had come in response to the advertisement, then remembered that I ha
no tongue. The man grinned and said, “You must be the person with scales. We didn’t expect to fin
one so soon. Last week our mermaid died of breast cancer and we’ve been at a loss.”
The man seemed to have taken an immediate liking to me. “It’s not good to touch a mermaid
breasts all the time. And this friend of mine, a poet, insisted on drinking her milk every day, unt
finally she died.”
He stood up and said, “Let me show you the sideshow.” I remembered the sad snakes an
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